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Migration trends 
across the industry



Managed services make sense for databases CFO

Monitoring

Server Maintenance/
Upgrades

Power, HVAC, Network

Rack & Stack

High Availability

Scaling

Database installsOS Installation

OS Patches

Database backups

Software patches



Databases are moving to cloud, fast

Gartner, Magic Quadrant for Cloud Database Management Systems, November 23, 2020. Donald Feinberg, et al.

By 2022, 75% of all databases 

will be deployed or migrated to 

a cloud platform”
- Gartner, 2020

75%
in the cloud



5 reasons why 
Google Cloud for your 
database migrations



Unified ecosystem across the data lifecycle

BI and Data-Driven Experiences
Looker
 

AI models and Automation
Vertex AI

Operational 
databases

Spanner

Analytics 
platform
BigQuery

Federated 
queries

Datastream

Dataflow

Data Fabric: catalog, workflow orchestration, security controls
Dataplex

Reason #1
Making it simple for all data engineers, data scientists, data analysts, and business users to power 

their data-driven innovation 



Managed services for quickly and safely 
migrating your databases

Database Google Cloud Service

Oracle → Bare Metal Solution

SQL Server Cloud SQL for SQL Server

PostgreSQL Cloud SQL for PostgreSQL

MySQL Cloud SQL for MySQL

Redis → Memorystore for Redis | Redis Labs

Memcached → Memorystore for Memcached

HBase → Bigtable

MongoDB → MongoDB Atlas

Reason #2



Cloud SQL

● Single click, easy migrations into Cloud SQL with the Database 
Migration Service. More than 85% of the migrations using DMS 
are underway in less than an hour. 

● Best-in-class low downtime <90s and configurable 
maintenance to ensure your workload is up-to-date and secure

● Robust security controls such as CMEK, Access 
Transparency, and VPC Controls to meet rigorous industry 
requirements

● Support for latest versions and flexible committed use 
discounts across MySQL, PostgreSQL & SQL Server

Bare Metal Solution for Oracle

● State-of-the-art certified infrastructure, precision 
tuned for Oracle databases

● Runs all Oracle options - RAC, Active Data Guard, and 
In-Memory

● Maintain on-premises licensing, run books, 
DBAs, and System Integrators

● Unrestricted access to all Google services with 
< 2 ms latency

● Billing, support, and SLA provided by Google

Reason #3Mature product capabilities with tools and 
support for the migration journey

Database 
Migration Service Datastream



Provide built-in data 
protection at scale

Encryption in transit & at rest 
by default

Customer managed encryption 
keys (CMEK)

Multi-layered security 
approach

Support compliance 
requirements

Third-party audits & 
certifications

Easy visibility into 
security policies

Create trust through 
transparency

Access Transparency 
provides visibility into 
our actions

Google Trust Principles for 
deployment integrity, 
privileges access and 
compliance

Supply tools & technology 
to efficiently govern data

Cloud DLP for classifying & 
redacting sensitive data

Integrated with Cloud IAM 
for access control

Data Catalog for cross-product 
data discovery & metadata 
management

Reason #4Provide sophisticated data security and 
privacy controls



Cloud Spanner BigQuery

BigtableFirestore

99.999% SLA
Spanner, Firestore and Bigtable 

BigQuery (99.99%) 

10x higher SLA 
than comparable offerings

Reason #5Enterprise cloud databases with the best 
availability SLA in the industry



Deep dive into 
customer use cases



One of the world’s largest travel 
companies

Migrating thousands of transactional databases 

to Google Cloud

Why Google Cloud for Oracle and OSS 
workloads

Migrated thousands of cores, petabytes of Oracle 
Databases to BMS from on-premises and AWS
Migrated OSS databases to Cloud SQL
Building new experiences on Cloud Spanner

Running RAC, Oracle Data Guard and many more 
related technologies

State-of-the-art hardware to support demanding 
workloads 
Dedicated SAN storage to ensure performance SLAs 
Managed service benefits for OSS databases

Freedom to modernize the databases at their own pace
Leverage the GCP Ecosystem for data management



Leading German Bank

Migrating Oracle transactional databases for 

banking applications
Why Bare Metal Solution for Oracle 

Migrated 100+ mission critical databases in 
less than 3 months

Multi-site deployment with Oracle Maximum 
Availability Architecture best practices

Performant infrastructure to meet banks’ requirements  
Data residency and security primitives to meet stringent 
compliance requirements

Seamlessly leverage existing best practices and partners
Google’ capabilities in helping customers modernize their 
legacy databases



One of the world’s leading 
ticketing marketplace

Replatforming Oracle RAC databases to 

Spanner

Why Google Cloud databases for Oracle 
workloads 

Migrated mission critical Oracle RAC 
database 

Multi-site deployment leveraging Oracle Maximum 
Availability Architecture 

Immediate cost savings due to newer and more 
performant infrastructure
Low latency access to all GCP services

Replatforming to Spanner, being in the Google 
Cloud ecosystem expedites the migration 



What’s next
Moving forward 
with your 
migration journey



Four key phases for a successful migration

Assess and evaluate your IT 
landscape and workloads

Optimize your operations 
and save on costs

Plan what can move, 
what should move 
and in what order

Migrate. Pick a path, 
and get started



Database Assessment 
(StratoZone, migVisor)

Assess and prioritize your 
workloads for migration to 
Google Cloud

Partners & Programs 
for Migrations

Partners and programs that 
accelerate migrations to 
Google Cloud

Database Migration 
Service (DMS)

Migrate workloads in just a 
few clicks with a serverless 
experience

A+ Customer Experience 
Program (ACE)

Providing enterprise grade 
reliability and improved 
customer experience

Helping you get there safely and efficiently



Read the white paper:

https://services.google.com/fh/files/misc/migrating_your_d
atabases_to_managed_services_on_google_cloud.pdf

Get started with hands-on labs: 

goo.gle/next21demos

https://services.google.com/fh/files/misc/migrating_your_databases_to_managed_services_on_google_cloud.pdf
https://services.google.com/fh/files/misc/migrating_your_databases_to_managed_services_on_google_cloud.pdf


We value your 
feedback



Thank you


